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ABSTRACT
It is state of the art for many drive systems like those
used in industrial robotics, conveyor systems or diverse
numerical control machinery to have a common DC bus
power system architecture. Due to regenerative braking,
the DC bus voltage increases until a certain limit, which
is limited means of a balancing resistor (brake chopper).
Systems that require rapid cyclic starts and stops are
subject to signiﬁcant energy waste due to extensive use
of the brake chopper.
In this article, a novel power converter for drive systems is proposed that allows the brake chopper to be
omitted and enables the exchange of regenerative energy among multiple drive systems within an independent DC subgrid with one centralized energy storage
element. The solution does not require identical hardware or exact synchronization between the drive rectiﬁers, therefore it is applicable to both existing and new
production equipment alike. Experimental results in industrial robot drives show savings of up to 20%.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to complex production requirements, many industrial production applications often require rapid motion
control - fast accelerations and reversals are usual. In
particular, industrial robots that are typically equipped
with several actuators connected in one kinematic chain
have a high peak power requirement compared to their
average power. It is state of the art for multiple motor
drives in one system to be supplied by a single DC power
source - an AC rectiﬁer. Despite the fact that existing
drive systems today are normally capable of regenerative
braking, the recuperated energy is rarely fed back to a
network or stored locally due to AC network quality conservation issues or increased costs of the storage systems.
Common DC link applications using a single rectiﬁer
and multiple variable frequency drives have been state of
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Fig. 1. A shared DC bus conﬁguration with power converters
the art for many years. Multiple rectiﬁers and multiple
drives that share the DC links are typical in some highpower variable frequency drives with nominal power ratings reaching several megawatts in order to equalize the
load between IGBT switches. Modular DC bus sharing
for functional purposes in a lower power range is available from some manufacturers [1]. Some examples are
known from wind power turbines [2] and active power
ﬁlters [3]. Actual research trends in future power system development present applications of DC transmission and distribution technologies as well like presented
in [4]. Commercially available DC distribution system
solution for maritime propulsion drives and discussion on
potential optimizatoin has been presented [5]. DC based
distribution as aircraft application has been discussed
[6] as well as comparison on various poweer conversion
stages regarding power density of converters. Therefore
future integration of industrial production applications
based on DC distribution are matter of interest. Analytical research of shared/common DC bus operation can
also be found in [7].
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Fig. 2. Consumption of a single robot, k = 1

Fig. 3. Consumption of shared robot DC buses, k = 10

However, in all these cases, synchronized control of
the drive switches is required so that these DC links are
equalized. In fact, there is actually one synchronized
DC bus that is supplied by more than one parallel rectiﬁer. The previous research by the authors includes an
alternative solution for drive sharing in [8] that does not
require drive-to-drive synchronization. Using a commonground power converter, the authors show how any drive
system can store its recuperative excess energy in an independent DC subgrid, which can supply the power back
when needed. Despite the fact that the solution showed
signiﬁcant energy savings, a common negative-pole connection caused the circular currents between drive systems. In this paper, a power converter uses semiconductor switches in both positive and negative poles of the DC
bus to eliminate the side eﬀects. A use case in robotic
production with a shared/common DC bus is proposed
in [9].
Fig.1 depicts an architecture where DC buses of drive
systems are not connected in parallel directly. Instead,
power converters are used as the interface between drive
systems. Here, k drive systems DS1 , . . . , DSk are used
where each supplies n servo drives SDi,1 , . . . , SDi,k . A
servo drive SDi,j supplies an electrical machine EMi,j .
Each of the DC buses DC1 , . . . , DCk are connected to
the power converter modules M1 , . . . , Mk . Each module
is connected to a subgrid DCsub , so that any module
Mi is parallel to any other Mi+1 . The capacitor Csub
determines the size of the energy exchange buﬀer.
In the following, the Section 2 discusses high-level
simulation of power consumption in robotic production.
Section 3 describes the proposed power converter unit.
Section 4 presents the modeling results of power electronics, but Section 5 provides the experimental validation and viability proof of implementation for industrial
robots.

power requirement for the industrial robots connected
with shared DC buses is calculated in the form

2. HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATION OF
INDUSTRIAL ROBOT CONSUMPTION
The simulation was conducted as a reference program
using high-payload robot system model as in [10]; the
power consumption proﬁles were compared virtually. A
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k
∑
pdcD,k (t) =
(pdc,i (t) − pD,i (t))

(1)

i=1

where pdc is the power consumption within a DC bus, pD
is the power loss on the brake chopper, and k denotes the
number of shared robots. The negative part of the power
curve is
{
−p[dcD],k (t) if p[dcD],k (t) ≤ 0,
p∗[dcD],k (t) =
(2)
0
if p[dcD],k (t) > 0.
The start of the sample robot program has randomly
]. Fig.2
been shifted within in the range [0 . . . duration
2
and Fig.3 show the respective power curves for k = 1
and k = 10. It can be seen that there are fewer negative
power peaks than in the case of a single robot. The
positive power peaks of the single robot power exceed 17
kW, whereas the maximum peak in the case of ten robots
sharing the DC bus is below 65 kW.
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Fig. 4. Energy proportion dissipated on balancing resistors as function of k
The modeling results of varying numbers of shared
∗
robot drive systems are shown in Fig.4, where PdcD,k
is
the average dissipated power for k drive systems, but
Pdc,k is average total consumption of k drive systems.
For a single robot, the dissipated average power is PD =
276W , which corresponds to 14.8% of the power requirement within a DC bus (no static losses of the control
cabinet considered here). The average dissipated power
drops with each additional robot drive system added to

the DC subgrid. With ﬁve robots, the dissipated energy
of all robot drives is below 3.2% (264 W), but with ten
robots it is as low as 1.1% (175 W) of the energy requirement on the DC bus of the respective amount of robots
involved..
3. POWER CONVERTER MODULE
In order to enable the ﬂow of electrical power in a controlled manner, an electrical circuit as represented in
Fig.5 is proposed. The general structure, the main cir-

d1...k . The applied circuit allows symmetric disconnection of positive and negative DC connection terminals by
means of simultaneous commutation of IGBT semiconductor switches Qi,1 and Qi,2 avoiding common ground
operation as discussed in [8]. Mechanical disconnection
of poles for safety reasons is realized by means of contactor Qi,3 . Inductors Li,1 and Li,2 are utilized for current
damping during coupling of the storage capacitor and
drive DC bus.
3.2. Power ﬂow control principles
Since the objective of the proposed system is the storage
and utilization of excess electrical energy being generated during recuperation, the system should not inﬂuence normal operation when power is taken only from
the AC grid. The presence of the recuperation process
can be observed since unidirectional rectiﬁers are applied
and energy is stored in smoothing capacitors resulting in
a rise of the individual drive DC bus voltages UDC,i . The
DC bus voltage level corresponding to normal operation
from the AC grid can be calculated as
√
(3)
Udc,idle = 2Urms ≈ 565V.
Therefore, a hysteresis type control of storage capacitor
voltage UC is applied in order to utilize excess energy and
prevent the discharge of the storage capacitor below (3)
to disable direct recharging from the AC grid by rectiﬁer
instead of recuperation according to (4), where St+1 represents IGBT switch states of the next simulation time
step.

 0 if UC ≤ Uof f and UC ≤ Uon .
1 if UC > Uof f and UC > Uon .
St+1 =
(4)

St otherwise,

Fig. 5. Electrical circuit of DC subgrid interface module
cuit elements and the application of the subgrid interface
module applied are explained in section 4.2. Power ﬂow
control considering speciﬁc application constraints and
the applied technique are discussed in section 3.2. Detailed operation of the proposed circuit is discussed in
section 3.3.
3.1. Proposed electrical circuit
The electrical circuit enables a bidirectional power ﬂow
between individual drive systems DSi , DSi+1 and subgrid DCsub . The module Mi has 4 terminals ai , bi , ci
and di , where terminals ai and bi are connected to the
positive and negative poles of a particular DC bus DCi i
and terminals ci i and di are connected to terminals ci+1
and di+1 of the other module respectively. A central capacitor Csub is connected between all terminals c1...k and
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In order to reduce high current peaks arising from the
coupling of the storage capacitor and each drive system’s
DC bus, the voltage diﬀerence U∆ has to be taken into
account:
U∆ = UC − UDC,i .
(5)
3.3. Operating modes
During normal operation of the DC subgrid module, contactor Qi,3 remains closed and is disconnected in the
eventof an unexpected state for safety reasons or maintenance purposes. The charging of the main energy storage unit in DCsub is enabled by natural commutation of
diodes Di,1 and Di,2 when, as a result of the recuperation of DSi , its voltage UDC,i has increased above the
actual subgrid voltage UC enabling the charging process
that results in a positive current iDC,i .
The discharging of the subgrid is enabled in a controlled manner through the control of IGBT switches

ing handling operation. Over the operation period, both
robots result in average power of 7.49kW .
The expected operation of a control algorithm and
the estimated electrical system behavior resulting in
UDC,i variation and the respective current ﬂow regarding commutation of the power semiconductors can be
observed in Fig.6. The chart at the top of the ﬁgure rep-

P [kW]

15

In order to examine the feasibility of the proposed system, numerical simulation has been applied based on a
model of the electrical system implemented by means of
a Matlab simulation model. The design approach of the
numerical model has been described in section 4.1. The
character and origin of the chosen electrical load simulation input data and the results obtained by numerical
simulation are evaluated in section 4.2.
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The proposed electrical circuit simulation model has
been developed according to the functional layout presented in Fig.1; however, reduced to a system with
k = 2 interconnected drive systems via a shared DC
bus. The size of the energy exchange buﬀer unit Csub
has been selected to be 45 mF, representing a real capacitor bank available for the ﬁeld experiment stage of
development. The respective power converter modules
M1 , M2 have been developed according to the electrical
circuit depicted in Fig.5. A common power grid of 50 Hz
frequency is assumed and implemented as an AC voltage
source. Typical brake chopper functionality is modeled:
a resistor is triggered if UDC,i ≥ 680V .
4.2. Simulation results
The performance of the proposed electrical system can
be analyzed by examination of electrical quantity time
variation. Two industrial robot load proﬁles were selected as input data. The chosen proﬁles present a peak
load of 18kW as well as recuperation with a maximum
of 10kW generated power within an operation period of
11 seconds. Applied power proﬁle has been obtained by
single robot power consumption of industrial robot dur-
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4.1. Structure of applied simulation model
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4. FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION
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Qi,1 and Qi,2 . The negative current ﬂow is determined by
voltage diﬀerence U∆ according to (5) and inductors Li,1
and Li,2 . When a storage capacitor with the respective
voltage UC has reached a voltage level Uof f applied for
control as in (4), the current iDC,i is interrupted. Since
magnetic energy has been stored in Li,1 and Li,2 during
discharge operation, the current freewheeling path is realized by diode Di,3 in order to avoid high voltage during
turn-oﬀ of IGBT elements. The RCD snubber circuit for
reduction of overvoltage stress of the IGBT switches has
been implemented by combination of elements Ri,1 , Ci,1
and Di,4 regarding snubber of IGBT Qi,1 in this particular case as an example. Diodes Di,7 and Di,8 ensure
that no reverse conduction via an alternative charging
current path is possible in the case when IGBT switches
are enabled.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of energy exchange between drive
systems and asynchronous switching at voltage control
levels: 580 V and Uon 600 V, allowed voltage diﬀerence
for coupling U∆ ≤20V.
resents the actual power being consumed or generated
by each of two drive systems, namely DS1 and DS2 .
The DC bus voltage variation of UDC,1 , UDC,2 and the
interconnected UC part is shown in the second chart
down. The third chart down represents the actual current ﬂow from DS1 and DS2 to a subgrid as IDC,1 and
IDC,2 as well as a current ﬂow to the storage capacitor
Ic . The bottom chart displays the switching states of
Qi,1 and Qi,2 of M1 and M 2 respectively. The following
processes can be examined:
• t = 0 : 21s : DS1 has raised the DC subgrid voltage
using the recuperation process, the discharge of energy storage of DS1 is enabled. DS2 needs power
requirement and a discharge of stored energy is not
allowed since the voltage diﬀerence U∆ is too large.

Pac [kW]

7.2
7.0

• t = 2.5s : Recuperation of DS1 , during which
UDC,1 independently increases above UC − Uk .
Here, a direct energy exchange can be observed DS2 is supplied from M1 and Csub .
• t = 2.8s : Recuperation of DS1 is over. DS1 is
supplied by Csub only until UC falls below Uof f ,
when IGBT switches Qi,1 and Qi,2 of both modules
M1 and M2 are switched oﬀ.
• t = 3.7s : recuperation of DS2 - the process repeats
as in the ﬁrst step.
Therefore, the measurement results comply with the expected control algorithm. A voltage sensor delay may be
observed - the Qi,1 and Qi,2 switching, in fact, is initiated
when UC is well below Uof f .
625
U [V]

• t = 0 : 65s : The recuperation process and the voltage increase of DS2 enable coupling with a shared
DC bus. The energy ﬂow from DS2 to DS1 via the
shared DC bus with a storage capacitor is started.
• t = 1s : The shared DC bus voltage UC reaches a
threshold Uof f and further discharge of the energy
storage unit is disabled.
The inﬂuence of a control voltage variation on system
performance has been observed by a sequence of simulations. The lower control voltage Uof f has been varied
in a range from 560 V to 670 V. A turn-on voltage level
Uon has been applied 20 V higher than Uof f .
The reduction in average power achieved per cycle
versus the variation of the control threshold is presented
in Fig.7. It is obvious that a larger portion of saved
energy is present at lower turn oﬀ threshold voltage Uof f ;
this is a result of better utilization of the energy storage
unit leading to a longer discharge process.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
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For circuitry and functionality experimental validation, two industrial robots have been selected being
utilized in typical production facility: Quantec series
with a payload of 210 kg and a KRC4 controller. Both
drive systems are connected with modules according to
Fig.5. Further conﬁguration parameters include tool
load masses 154 kg and 210 kg, the robot application
represents sample handling operations programmed with
75% execution velocity. Fig.8 shows the general example
of the recuperative energy exchange between both drive
systems and a DC subgrid.
General functionality. The measured functionality is shown in Fig.8.The Csub charging is present when
the sum of IDC,1 and IDC,2 is positive. Various processes
can be recognized during operation:
• t = 0.5s : Recuperation of DS1 .
• t = 0.6s : Recuperation of DS2 .
• t = 1.8s : Recuperation of DS2 , which causes the
UC increase above Uon that triggers to switch-on
Q2,1 and Q2,2 of the module M2 .
• t = 2.3s : Supply of DS2 .
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Fig. 8. Measurement of the energy exchange between
robot drive systems; Uon = 580V , Uof f = 600V
Energy consumption measurements. The power
requirement on the AC supply side of both coupled industrial robots has been measured over operation period.
The results show the energy consumption reduction up
to 22.7% in a coupled DC bus conﬁguration over a stateof-the-art systems. Since robot energy consumption is
strongly dependent on its tool load, velocity, motor temperature and other parameters, several measurements
have been conducted in a sequence, from which some are
summarized in Table 1. The average power consumption
is signiﬁcantly higher with a higher tool load; however,
the energy savings proportion remain approximately similar. Since only cyclic handling process alike movements

Table 1. Energy consumption measurement results with three-semiconductor switch power modules
Application Duration Velocity Tool [kg] Temp. [K] DC-bus Avg. power Diﬀerence
type
[min]
[%]
R1 R2 R1
R2
sharing
[kW]
[%]
Handling
20
100
0
0
333 333
none
6.23
√
Handling
20
100
0
0
331 331
4.92
-21.1%
Handling
20
100
154 204 341 341
none
8.67
√
Handling
20
100
154 204 347 347
6.70
-22.7%
have been measured, the production standstills in manufacturing process must be considered when estimating
the average savings on an annual scale.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new type of power converter for
DC bus sharing to increase the energy eﬃciency of production machines utilizing electrical drives with recuperation possibility. Regenerative energy in machine tools
may vary from 10% to 25% of total consumption depending on the application. However, due to expensive energy
storage elements or bidirectional rectiﬁers at AC supply
side, it is rarely reused eﬀectively and dissipated at the
DC bus braking resistor (i.e. brake chopper).
Simulation results show that the total volume of single, shared electrical energy storage units can be dimensioned much smaller than the sum of multiple separate
storages, one each per production machine. The modular power interface system is proposed to enable the exchange and storage of the regenerative braking energy.
The functionality of a power module is both simulated
and experimentally validated.
The proposed power converter system is applicable to
any state-of-the-art drive system with a rectiﬁer, common DC bus and one or more inverters, such as those
used in robotics, conveyors and diverse machine tools.
The viability is proved using two high-payload industrial
robots (KUKA Quantec series KR210 with KRC4 controllers) showing energy savings of over 20%. For implementation, the drive systems do not require any internal
synchronization, nor identical components or hardware
modiﬁcations to be attached to a shared DC subgrid with
an energy storage element. Instead, the originial equipment may eventually even be downsized by eliminating
or reducing number of utilized the DC bus brake chopper
units.
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